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Abstract. Diverse learners from different backgrounds present both significant instructional
design challenges and opportunities. Particularly in programming, most serious games that
have been created to aid lecturers lack support for diversity. As a result, domain experts
who may wish to adopt a Game Based Learning (GBL) approach lack diverse games that
are relevant to their local contexts. This paper reports on the design considerations necessary to create diverse programming games for teaching recursion to different novice students.
Interviews were conducted with 17 introductory programming (CS1) lecturers from Kenya
and South Africa. This was followed by qualitative thematic content analysis. Findings were
reviewed by a game expert to validate them from a games design perspective. Results suggest
that student background, gender, and culture as well as other factors such as local context,
game attributes, pedagogy and practical teaching aspects are core to creating diverse programming games targeting different learners in this generation.
Keywords: Diversity · Games · Recursion.

1

Introduction

The debate on diversity in Computer Science Education (CSE) is not new. The early work by
Camp [11] brought to the attention of the community the declining number of female graduates in
Computer Science (CS), pointing out the urgent need for gender inclusivity. Further, the community
was called upon to come up with innovative ways to attract and retain students, particularly female,
in CS to address the shrinking pipeline. Reiterating low enrollment rates and the lack of diversity in
Computer Science education, Bruckman et al. called for changes across CS pipeline [10]. In South
Africa, some works have recognized the diverse nature of most classrooms as demonstrated by efforts
aimed at preparing lecturers to cope with and handle students from culturally and economically
divergent backgrounds [5, 41].
In this paper, diversity refers to differences among students due to race/ gender as well as diversity in (i) motivations, learning needs, educational level and (ii) academic/ skills as well as cultural
and economic backgrounds [33, 47]. Lecturers of introductory programming (CS1) encounter diverse
multitudes of students [33, 47], bringing with it many challenges [33]. Guzdial and Soloway reiterate
that most of these students - the Nintendo or MTV generation - are not easy to motivate using
invisible and abstract traditional teaching approaches[19]. Consequently, using old teaching techniques may not be beneficial when engaging with them in the classroom. Probably, new approaches
such as digital GBL could be worthwhile. To this extent, some works have suggested the use of
games to motivate this generation of students who apparently like engaging with multimedia and
animations [19] as well as games [30].
For instance, in South Africa, given the Apartheid system and the diversity of this generation
of students entering universities, a pedagogical design for teaching novice programmers CS1 within
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the local context has been proposed [13]. One of the design principles involves students using
construction tools such as puzzles and games while interacting in small groups and speaking in
their local languages - mainly Zulu. The results seem promising [13].
Although the motivational and engagement promise of games in learning has been reported in
the past [6, 28, 36, 37], designing and developing playable games remains difficult, time consuming
and expensive [18, 48]. Moreover, most of the material describing games for teaching computing in
higher education does not describe how these games have been developed [8]. Additionally, there
seems to be no consideration for diversity in design. This was echoed in a report by a special working
group on game development for Computer Science Education (CSE) that noted the significant design
challenges as well as opportunities presented by different learners given varied gaming backgrounds
[24]. If the motivational need of the 21st century learner is to be met through Game Based Learning
(GBL) approach then design need to cater to diverse students, especially in CS1 courses.
Given these findings, coupled with the well known difficulty of the recursion topic among students
[4, 29, 32, 31, 42], the purpose of this study is to identify needs of particular groups of learners with an
attempt to understand how programming games that appeal to diverse learners could be designed.
It answers the following three questions:
1. What teaching practices are used by programming lecturers in Kenya and South Africa when
teaching undergraduate novice students the recursion topic?
2. What teaching examples/ analogies are suitable for designing games to teach the recursion topic
to diverse novice students?
3. What design considerations are useful when developing a game authoring tool to create games
that can teach diverse novice students the recursion topic?
By answering these questions, the novelty and hence contributions of this paper are as follows:
– It is a unique study on teaching CS in developing countries that could be extended to others.
– It highlights factors affecting teaching the recursion topic via games and suggests practical ways
to address them as well as suitable teaching analogies.
– It proposes design principles to guide the creation of programming games to teach diverse
learners.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section two is a summary of related work. Section
three describes the methodology adopted. Results and discussion are presented in section four,
followed by limitations in section five. Section six is conclusions and future work.

2

Related Work

In a recent study, when White, Asian, Hispanic/ Latin, and African American/ Black students were
asked whether they had an interest in video games, their selections for “A lot” were: 52, 48, 27,
and 38% respectively [22]. Consequently, a recommendation was made that examples relevant to
different groups, including females, and under represented minorities be included in the introductory
CS curriculum [22]. In a contrary study, the Lightbot game was used to introduce functions and
recursion to students in two post-secondary classrooms from different countries [16]. These were
Peru and United States of America (USA) that had different cultural contexts and curricular. In
USA, the study was conducted in Berea College (BC), one of the most racially diverse private
arts colleges. Results suggested that the game could offer an effective and engaging introduction to
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the programming concepts regardless of cultural context or course contexts [16]. Given the mixed
results from such early works, it would therefore appear that still little is known about how best
programming games for diversity could be designed. The work reported in this paper builds on
current literature on the topic, but from a different context. It leans on unique experiences drawn
from universities from two African countries (Kenya-low-income and South Africa-middle-income).
Advocacy for consideration of diversity, equity, and inclusion in CS curriculum by having content with examples relevant to diverse groups such as female and under represented communities
has been on the rise [22, 34]. The work by Collain and Trytten [15] investigated diversity by understanding home and pre-college computer experiences of students and found out that (i) fathers
preferentially taught their sons computing and (ii) there are different pathways students use to join
CS or Computer Engineering (CE). Some authors have also argued that well-designed culturally
responsive computing can make classrooms more equitable and inclusive to a diverse student population [40]. In the case of South Africa, there is need to design teaching and learning strategies that
benefit diverse learners in a regular classroom [50]. Engelbrecht goes on to add that the recognition
of diversity in learners is one of the core pillars of inclusivity in education in South Africa [17].
Findings from another work on game design for CSE showed that while gender identity could
affect player enjoyment, genre preferences had impact on both experience and outcome performance
- independent from gender, hence the need to have a better understanding of target audience [21].
In addition, in an evaluation of a game to enable students to learn the Spanish language, users
criticized it for lacking diversity such as diverse game characters, aspects of Spanish culture in
game tasks and the inability to customize the game play experience [39].
A claim has also been made that it is best to design games with the background culture of the
intended audience in mind [27]. The work by Malliarakis et al. [30] showed that existing educational
games designed with a focus on computer programming do not enable lecturers to configure the game
environment according to the pedagogical goals related to the respective unit of learning. Moreover,
a comparative analysis of five Serious games specifically designed to teach the recursion topic in CS1
(see Table 1) reveals that none are customizable, use simple textbook examples, consider culture
or student background in their design. Further, only two are designed with constructivism learning
theory [2, 20] in mind. In this theory, learning is a constructive process that involves problem solving
and understanding as learners build internal models of knowledge [2].
This paper approaches programming game design through the diversity lens. It considers the
missing aspects identified in the reviewed literature such as genre preferences, relevant curriculum examples, pedagogy, gender, culture, learning context, game customisation as well as student
computer background.

3
3.1

Method
Sampling

The questions raised in this paper are addressed by interviewing 17 CS1 lecturers from higher
learning institutions based in Kenya and South Africa. Four participants were female and 13 male.
Of the females, 3 came from South Africa and 1 from Kenya. Among the males, 5 were from
Kenya and 8 from South Africa. Twelve participants (70%) were very experienced. Overall, the
most experienced had 30 years and the least 3 years of experience. One of the participants was a
professor and an expert in game development who was recruited on purpose to give insights from
game design and development perspective. Six respondents had used games in teaching. Four (66%)
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Table 1. Comparative Analysis of Serious Games Designed to Teach Recursion (PYR = Program your
Robot)
Feature

Elemental [12] Cargo Bot [46] Light Bot [1] PYR [26] Saving Cera [7]

Supports writing code
Stack visualisation
Debugging feature
Drag and drop actions
Learning goals clearly aligned
Supports learning by construction
Offers scaffolding
Freedom to explore level
Allows customisation
Considers culture and diversity
Uses simple textbook examples

3
3
3
5
5
3
3
5
5
5
5

5
3
5
3
3
5
5
3
5
5
5

5
5
5
3
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

5
5
3
3
3
5
5
5
5
5
5

3
5
5
5
5
5
3
5
5
5
5

had personally designed the games used. Consequently, the data gathered is deemed relevant from
both pedagogy and game design perspectives [48]. All the participants from South Africa were
recruited from the Southern African Computer Lecturers’Association (SACLA) CS1 lecturers’ list
created in 2018. On the other hand, it was convenient to recruit respondents from Kenya because
of the already established contacts. A summary of the participants is shown in Table 2.
3.2

Procedure

Ethical clearance was first sought from the Faculty of Science Research Ethics Committee of the
University of Cape Town and relevant institutions. Invitation emails were then sent out explaining
the purpose of the study to the potential participants. Thereafter, interviews were scheduled with
the 17 willing participants. This was followed by sending written informed consent forms for signing
before the interviews. Each interview lasted an average of 45 minutes. The interviews were structured
to have focused topics aimed at eliciting particular themes relevant to the focus of the research.
The interviews contained questions about the teaching experiences, game adoption barriers, teaching
practices (e.g. teaching time and class examples) as well as the recommendations on suitable teaching
analogies for designing games to teach the recursion topic to diverse students. Additionally, there was
a question regarding what the lecturers thought could guide the design and development of a game
authoring tool capable of creating different games for diverse students. As the interviews progressed,
we began to realise the recurrence of similar data. By the final participant, data collection reached
a point where no new insights were generated i.e. data saturation was reached [44]. At this point, no
new participants were recruited. Skype interview sessions were recorded using FlashBack Express
video screen recorder. For the respondents interviewed face to face, recording was done using a
mobile phone audio recorder. A game expert validated the findings.
3.3

Analysis and Presentation

Findings were manually transcribed and summarised into textual data using Microsoft Word. This
was followed by Thematic Content Analysis (TCA) [3, 43, 51]. TCA is a descriptive presentation of
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Table 2. Respondents Demographic Information
Lecturer Experience(Yrs) Gender Country of Origin
L1
L2
L3
L4
L5
L6
L7
L8
L9
L10
L11
L12
L13
L14
L15
L16
L17

30
13
18
16
8
10
3
6
18
5
10
10
5
25
10
4
14

Female
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male

South Africa
Kenya
South Africa
South Africa
South Africa
Kenya
South Africa
South Africa
Kenya
Kenya
South Africa
South Africa
South Africa
South Africa
Kenya
Kenya
South Africa

qualitative data such as interview transcripts gathered from respondents or other identified texts on
the topic of study [3]. Common concepts/ ideas in the textual data were identified/ highlighted and
grouped into common categories/ themes. Codes (concepts) were either included or excluded guided
by the interview questions. Coding was iteratively done until no new themes emerged. Overall, three
iterations were done. The two authors who conducted the analysis met regularly to discuss and agree
on the coding/ analysis of data. Where appropriate, tables were used to guide discussions.

4

Results and Discussion

Game Adoption Barriers After asking respondents about their demographic information, an
inquiry was done to find out potential reasons why games have not been widely adopted in teaching.
Fourteen (82%) reported ‘lack of time in the CS1 curriculum and the effort required’; another ten
(59%) said ‘lecturer background and lack of awareness’; nine (53%) mentioned ‘difficulty to get
relevant - well designed games and tools’; while three (18%) were not sure if game use would enable
lecturers to effectively deliver content. Some remarks follow:
- “It is hard to infuse games into the curriculum considering time” [L5].
- “ In my programming education up bringing I have never seen games used in teaching ... so
the way I was introduced to programming is what I give back”[L10].
- “when I was taught programming in my university I never learned games” [L9].
- “I do not know how effective it would be compared to the traditional learning and so I fear
trying to use it because I am not sure of the impact” [L2].
- “It takes time and again there are no right game resources”[L8].
In a broader sense, the findings on adoption barriers could extend the debate on the diversity
topic by stressing the need to expose students to introductory programming [15], and use of alter-
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native learning media such as games in an attempt to address the shrinking pipeline problem in
Science Technology Engineering and Mathematics (STEM).
4.1

Teaching Practice

Responses to the question on teaching practices and approaches adopted by lecturers when covering
the recursion topic can be summarised under two themes: (i) teaching time and number of students
and (ii) class examples.
Teaching time When asked to comment on time taken to teach the recursion topic and how it
was organised, most lecturers said they spent between two and three lectures in total on the topic.
However, we noted some variation on the number of hours spent on the topic and how it was spread.
As an illustration, a summary of time spent by nine respondents is shown in Table3.
Table 3. Recursion Teaching Time
Lecturer
L6, L15
L2, L10
L3, L4, L13
L9
L5

No of Lessons Minutes Per Lesson
3 to 4
2 to 3
3
3 to 4
5 to 7

80
60
45
60
45

While acknowledging the importance of recursion in computer science, some respondents alluded
that the CS1 curriculum did not allocate much time for the topic. Consequently, they were forced
to find extra time to reinforce the concept. Comments from such respondents included mentions
like:
- “... in our current curriculum we spend only 2 or 3 lectures if ... may be only 2 but not much”
[L2]
- “I think it is always sort of the pillar of all these programming courses ... you find it is the
one always you repeat after doing ... students will always want you to come back and back and back
and back from the first time you introduce it” [L8],
- “I usually find time and come back to it after teaching binary search and sorting just to try
and reinforce it” [L5].
Given the pressure of time, two models of practical game adoption were proposed: (i) short
games for quick just in time class illustration and (ii) long games for after class practice. Lecturer
L1 proposed a design approach that could give students games that allow them to practice for longer
hours after class while at the same time give a lecturer the ability to track their progress. She made
particular reference to universities that enroll large numbers of students like hers (700 to 1000)
for CS1 with different backgrounds. Her proposal was supported by lecturer L9 who added: “there
was a time we wanted to change one of our introductory course ... only to realise that over 70% of
the students were government sponsored with no computer background”. Regarding the number of
students, respondents were unanimous that CS1 classes attract large numbers, mostly drawn from
different departments.
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The finding on time is relevant and in agreement with that of Battistella and Wangenheim [8]
on games for teaching computing in higher education that showed that most games are designed to
fit into the duration of a class or to be played rapidly (about 10 minutes). Additionally, other than
the practical aspect of time, these results further supplement current literature on programming
game design by introducing the practically large number and diverse CS1 students aspect.
Class examples Next, participants were asked to comment on the examples they use in class
to teach recursion. Findings indicate that a majority (77%) use textbook examples. Popularly
mentioned were: Factorial, Fibonacci series, GCD, binary search, power of a number, palindrome,
strings, towers of Hanoi, and recursive patterns. Lecturer L11 recalls clearly his experience in
teaching recursion by saying: “I have used patterns of very simple problems to teach recursion”. It
is surprising to note that only two (12%) lecturers said that they use real-life scenarios in class.
4.2

Teaching Analogies and Design Ideas

After questions about recursion teaching practices, participants were asked to recommend suitable
teaching analogies (examples) they felt could be designed when creating different programming
games to teach novices recursion. Results indicate that fifteen (88%) participants believe that such
games should use simple algorithms. In their view, consideration of the fact that the examples used
do not introduce extra cognitive load to students is crucial. As exemplars, some of the respondents
express their opinion using quotes like:
- “...give them simple tasks” [L1]
- “if not made very complicated can be of value” [L2]
-“let them be simple ... not very complicated algorithms ... I tried using a normal fan like pattern
in my CS1 class but from experience students found it difficult to understand recursion” [L3]
-“simple and basic’ [L4]
- “simple and neat with simple rewards, levels and scores ... 2D not 3D” [L5].
A mixed reaction was noticed on whether to use 2D or 3D games. While lecturer L5 who also
teaches a design course and lecturer L14 - a professor in game design proposed a 2D game with
simple and neat rewards arguing that it will keep it simple and reduce distraction, lecturer L13
with an interest in graphics recommended 3D for their visual learning appeal.
Though textbook examples were suggested by most participants, some respondents brought up
a useful debate on the extent to include them. Lecturer L3 felt that it was mandatory to fully
include them by arguing: “classical recursive examples like factorial, binary search, Fibonacci must
be fully there in the design knowing very well the importance of maths in computer science”. On the
contrary, L8 saw it differently, commenting: “I think their use is a disadvantage to students with poor
mathematical background”. This view was supported by lecturer L13 who also cautioned against
using only mathematical examples, particularly, those that novice students had not encountered in
their high school. He said: “for me the expectation that every student entering university understands
factorial is reasonable ... expectation that they will understand Fibonacci am not sure, I don ’t think
that much thought has gone into the possibility of using real-life scenarios”.
Findings on class examples and proposed teaching analogies, potentially, could equally add to
the literature on the topic in CSE. It seems that inclusivity in programming games design could
be advanced by using a variety of teaching examples that would cater for different learning needs.
This is in line with the recommendation by Ibe et al. [22]. It could therefore be argued that a design
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approach that adopts both real life and textbook examples would increase the potential of diverse
CS1 educators and learners to embrace a Game Based Learning (GBL) approach.
4.3

Creating Diverse Games

Views of respondents were also sought regarding what could guide the design and development of a
game authoring tool capable of creating different instances of games for diverse novice students. To
elicit this information, three aspects were investigated: (i) unique design factors; (ii) game attributes
and (iii) pedagogy.
Unique design factors From the text analysis of the responses received about unique factors
that lecturers thought could guide the design of programming games for diverse students, four key
themes emerged, namely: (a) context; (b) gender; (c) religion; and (d) childhood game experience.
One lecturer (relatively young in age) could not hide her frustration with the fact that most
digital games played in Africa borrow a lot from the West. She lamented: “why not contextualize
to local games such as ... ‘Banu’and local characters” [L9]. Banu, also known as ‘Banta’in Kenya,
is a marble game commonly played by two people during childhood. Lecturer L15 who has taught
a multimedia course using games also suggested a localised game scenario where a Masai Moran
(warrior) fights lions to protect a Manyatta (hut) with the warrior as the main character. Masai is
a well known community in Kenya for maintaining their culture.
A similar remark came from another lecturer whose opinion was: “if you are to design a game
for the youth in Kenya then probably, characters based on local games, football stars, celebrities in
music industry, and surprisingly politicians will make them interested” [L2]. A respondent from
South Africa echoed the same sentiments by saying: “background and culture will affect the icons
... shapes ... symbols that you use ... people from different regions are sensitive to different symbols
... a certain icon in Cape Town will mean a totally different thing in Kenya”[L8].
Three (18%) of the participants considered gender an important factor when designing effective programming games. For instance, after the interview, respondent L12 further sent an email
suggesting two different design scenarios for male and female students. Adding his voice to and in
support of the gender debate, L14 - a game expert, however suggested gender neutrality in design:
“while considering gender ... why not just diverse backgrounds in a neutral way”.
Some feedback from four (24%) respondents illustrated that it is equally important to design
games that would interest learners based on how they grew up. One of them described his experience
when teaching an introductory programming course in the Northern hemisphere. According to him,
classes started in October where students did an objects first introductory course from October
to December. This was followed by a project in December during the last week of the semester.
Students were allowed to pick a project to work on based on scenarios they were interested in. He
said: “one year, two of my students collaborated in a battle Bot game ... a game of Robots ... and
they really enjoyed the fact that it was something they could relate with remembering playing it when
growing up” [L11].
Another practical demonstration on how childhood game experience could influence game design
for different students in Computer Science Education (CSE) was a revelation by a lecturer from
Kenya. She recalls vividly one particular teaching experience saying: “...I remember there was a
time when we had some students actually using AI techniques to develop a local game ... we picked
this game so that students could relate with things they have grown up with...” [L9]. In one unique
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case, one respondent suggested that lecturers should be careful when using games that include
gambling since they may offend some religious beliefs [L11].
As in the National Science Foundation [35] report, this study’s findings on gender, context,
religion and childhood game experiences contribute to the diversity topic by considering target
learners, but from Africa. Particularly, in the context of South Africa, universities predominantly
enroll CS1 students from diverse racial, cultural and computer knowledge backgrounds.
Customisable game attributes Participants were further asked to propose game attributes or
features a lecturer could change/ customise to create different instances of games with unique game
play experiences using a game authoring tool. Pointing out the lack of such tools, L15 said: “I
have not seen any educational game development software”. Supporting this, two other participants
observed that game generation would help lecturers save on time spent searching for appropriate
teaching games and also present them with variety. One of them said: “a number of years if you
keep using the same examples over and over the students don’t see the value ... there is need for
refreshing examples used by lecturers” [L11]. A similar view was held by another who remarked:
“do not constrain them to a particular example” [L7]. The two views illustrate the need for variety.
Game complexity and challenge levels was also suggested by sixteen (94%) respondents. Some
comments included: “design for challenge at different game levels” [L1]; “different levels of difficulty/ complexity-for different types of students” [L6]; “change game complexity” [L8]; and “vary
the levels of complexity such that they start by coding simple ones and also to take care of slow
learners” [L10].
Lecturers L2, L6, L9, L10, L12, L15, L16 and L17 felt that characters and their unique parameters like clothes and colour could also provide an opportunity to create unique game experiences.
While backing up the idea of game generation, one respondent who considered himself a gamer said:
“I think a nice feature would be a game that has a lot of customization or configuration options for
instance I remember in the car race game you could change it to your specification ... change the
color, tyres” [L6]. On the contrary, while stressing the role of visual learning, lecturer L13 observed
that the design should steer way from using characters since such could bring in personal issues.
Instead, he advised that neutral objects could be used in their place. Other customisable game
features suggested were: scene, background, theme, texture, light intensity, interaction style, and
character. Lecturer L14 added: ”I think that it is very important to consider game genre as another
possible attribute”. A summary of some customisable game features is presented in Table 4.
Table 4. Customisable Game Design Attributes
Game Genre
Adventure
Role Playing
Simulation
Action

Game scenario
Maze type game
Factorial of a number
Simple pattern
Tree traversal game

Back ground
Color
Scene
Texture
Sound

Character
Cloth
Hair
Body color
Eye color

Interaction style
Drag and drop
Write full code
Complete snippet

Complexity
Simple
Intermediate
Complex

Pedagogical considerations Finally, participants were asked to reflect on their teaching experiences and share pedagogical/ instructional design considerations they deemed suitable for games
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to teach recursion to different students. It emerged that there is need to balance game play and
learning given diversity in a class. Two lecturers were quick to caution that from their experience
one of the reasons why lecturers do not use games in class and some students do not take them
seriously is the fact that they do not directly see their educational value. One lecturer advised: “design to engage them in such a way that they see relevance ... value in it” [L11]. This was supported
by another who added: “students may feel they are just playing if the feel of playing to learn is not
there, particularly the bright ones” [L8].
Twelve (70%) participants pointed out that individual differences among learners in a class ought
to be considered. One remarked: “I tried using a game in class and the challenge was to get tasks
to take care of the weak students ... pitch a game at the very weak students and their capabilities
... design for different types of learners” [L4]. Another thirteen respondents (76%) made remarks
suggesting that game goal and learning goal should be clearly aligned [38], and that a deliberate
effort should be made to balance design to cater for all types of learners. In CS, the Cargo Bot
serious game by Tessler et al. [46] and Program Your Robot by Kazimoglu et al. [26] are illustrations
of design by aligning learning and game goals.
Two lecturers felt that programming game design should allow students to actively construct
their programming knowledge through active coding. For instance, lecturer L2 said: “ my experience
is that it is important to let students be in control of their learning by writing code” [L2]. His position
was supported by another respondent who commented:“..design to take them through step by step
and to practice by forcing them to write and compile code...” [L7]. An example of a game in CSE
that enables students to learn programming by practicing coding is Elemental the Recurrence [12].
These findings suggest consideration for constructivism learning theory [2, 20] in design. Particularly
for diverse learners in CS1 [47].
Careful scaffolding and student support, especially for weak students, was yet another admirable
instructional design feature according to lecturer L8. He said : “ design for user guided inquiry
learning to allow them try different things”. Scaffolding is demonstrated in Saving Cera serious
game by Barnes et al. [7] and Elemental the Recurrence by Chaffin et al. [12] in CSE. Additionally,
embedding motivation, reward and challenge in the design was seen as important by respondents
L5, L8 and L16. Participant L5 remarked: “I have taught second year course with games ... students
were very interested ... make it fun and amazing ... amusing ...engaging...challenging...motivating”.
Singling out the use of leader boards and points, lecturer L16 who had used games in teaching a
third year computer course additionally stressed the need for competition and rewards in design.
Agreeing with this position, lecturer L14 (a professor and game expert) added his voice by saying:
” reward system is very important from game design point of view ... furthermore the core aim is
pedagogy ... to design educational games, particularly to teach the recursion topic”.
4.4

Summary

Evidence presented in this paper suggests that game adoption rate still remains low despite the
potential motivational and retention impact on learners. Although most lecturers use textbook
examples in class, it appears this could also potentially disadvantage some students and further
propagate the lack of diversity among CS students. An educational game design approach that
strictly adopts only such examples might in itself cause a learning barrier to some learners. Consequently, when designing CS1 educational games for diverse learners, it would be advisable to use
textbook examples learners are familiar with, simple algorithms and real life analogies. For example,
Depth First Search (DFS) algorithm used in Chaffin et al. [12] would be considered complex for
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CS1. In addition, ability to have unique characters is equally important. However, caution should
be taken and where necessary, neutrality could be considered in design. Some scholars have reiterated the lack of design guidelines/ principles to create serious games [14]. This paper attempts to
address this gap by proposing the following eight design principles that could guide requirements
engineering and creation of diverse games to teach different students programming:
1. Use diverse simple mathematical examples learners are already familiar with to reduce cognitive
load, while factoring in practically available time in the curriculum.
2. Use a variety of fun and enjoyable real life analogies that students can easily relate with.
3. Consider particular gender needs.
4. Carefully factor in student’s background in terms of computer knowledge, culture and local
contexts.
5. Carefully choose game genres bearing in mind religion.
6. Consider students’childhood game experiences.
7. Pitch the design for different learning needs of students in a class, particularly the very weak.
8. Design for game customization to produce a variety of game experiences.
The proposed design principles are supported by findings of other related works. For instance,
while calling for a more inclusive design approach, participants in the study by Rankin [39] criticised
the game design for lack of (i) diverse game characters that consider gender (principle 3); (ii) cultural
aspects (principle 4); and (iii) ability to customise the game play experience (principle 8). Similarly,
findings from the works by Khalifa et al. [27] and Rankin [39] confirm that culture (principle 4),
customization and game attribute configuration (principle 8) are crucial design considerations when
creating diverse games targeting different audiences. Moreover, two key findings from another study
that sort the views of 41 game designers and practitioners agree with principles 2 and 7 [23]. In this
study, fun is identified as a key design feature for serious games for diversity in line with principle 2.
The second key finding suggest that design should gradually release information and allow practice
and mastery that can be built upon to give a sense of progression (principle 7). This supports
individual progression of students in a CS1 class given different learning abilities [33]. On the other
hand, the work by Katz [25] presents seven broad Universal Design (UD) principles for an inclusive
education that considers diversity. The first principle, equitable use, maps to design principles 1, 2
and 3 in this paper. The second, flexibility in use, aligns to the proposed principles 4, 5, 6 and 7.
Lastly, simple and intuitive use, the third principle aligns to the proposed principle 1.

5

Limitations

In total, 17 CS1 lecturers (domain experts) participated in the qualitative study which was less
than expected, but interviews were conducted until data saturation was reached. In addition, most
respondents (70%) were very experienced. Another limitation could be the small number of participants who had used games in teaching. Nonetheless, it should be noted that some studies have
equally shown that lack of educational game authoring tools [45] and other potential problems/ barriers [9, 49] have resulted in low GBL adoption in mainstream teaching particularly in developing
countries. Therefore, the small number is a clear reflection of this population. Furthermore, a game
expert (professor) assisted in reviewing and validating the findings from game design perspective.
Subsequently, the small number does not significantly affect the result. Consequently, we argue
that findings of the study are valid, broadly representative and could be generalised to teaching CS
to other underrepresented minorities and learning situations that represent diversity regardless of
country.
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Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we presented findings from a unique study of teaching CS in developing countries.
We conducted interviews with 17 CS1 lecturers from higher education and explored how diversity
could drive the design and development of programming games. We showed that practical aspects
(time, number of students in class and teaching examples) may affect teaching the recursion topic
with games. We found that simple mathematical and real life analogies could be designed while
considering CS1 syllabus time constraints and diversity among learners. Further, results suggests
that domain experts (lecturers and instructors) would be more productive if they were to be given
variety of simple games adapted to gender, culture, religion and other environmental factors to aid
them in their teaching. Guided by these findings, our next step is to develop a prototype of a game
authoring tool (an innovative tool) to be used by programming lecturers to create diverse instances
of games to teach the difficult topic of recursion.
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